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Ergonomically designed to promote user 
attention and reduce operator fatigue.

Ergonomically thin profile solution for
all day use designed to promote user
attention and reduce operator fatigue.

Wide frame provides larger seat and more 
space between armrests, accommodates 
sidearms and radios, and provides all day 
comfort.

Contour Freedom Task BasicAdvantage

Part # Description

CHAIR-CF1-B chair, contour freedom,
gel seat/arms, black vellum

Part # Description

CHAIR-TSK1-B chair, task basic, slim profile, 
black upholstered seat, mesh back

Part # Description

CHAIR-ADV1-B chair, advantage, wide frame black
upholstered seat, mesh back

For more information, please visit www.middleatlantic.com/sec/viewpoint/Chairs.htm

Cushions
Technogel®  Cushions are sculpted to closely follow 
body contours-provide comfort and maximize weight 
distribution.

Upholstered and cushioned seat; waterfall front edge 
helps reduce stress to legs.

Upholstered and cushioned seat; waterfall  
front edge helps reduce stress to legs.

Armrest
Technogel® armrests move up and down together 
and stay with you during recline, always keeping you 
in supported balance.

Armrests with soft pads can be adjusted into a
number of positions, from width to height; can be 
lowered to seat level, allowing extra space for 
holster users.

Armrests with soft pads can be adjusted into a 
number of positions, from width to height, and 
removed to allow for extra space.

Backrest

Pivoting responsive headrest automatically adapts 
to the changing needs of your spine during recline. 
With the counter-balance mechanism, your weight 
automatically balances the force required to recline 
the chair.

Mesh back for ergonomic support and body heat
dissipation; adjustable lockable backrest angle,
tension and lumbar support.

Mesh back for ergonomic support and body heat
dissipation; adjustable lockable backrest angle,
tension and seat depth.

Weight
Capacity 300 lbs. 300 lbs. 300 lbs.

Warranty 15 years on mechanicals, based on 24/7, 365 day 
use; 5 year warranty for cushions and casters 10 years on mechanicals, based on single shift use 10 years on mechanicals, based on single shift use

Seating to Fit Your Needs

Monitor Mounts

Monitor mounts for Edit Center™ Series, MultiDesk Video™ Series, and LD Desk Series. Mount any LCD with VESA 75 or VESA 100 mounting 
hole patterns. All models come with through-desk and edge-clamp attachment options. Mounts monitors with up to a 22” overall width. 

Part # Description Total Weight Capacity

MMB1X1 1X1, articulating 12-28 lbs.

MMB2X1 2X1, horizontal 50 lbs.

MMB1X2 1X2,vertical 50 lbs.

MMB1X2PL 1X2, articulating, landscape/portrait 50 lbs.

Part # Description Total Weight Capacity

MMB2X2 2X2, quad two across, two levels 88 lbs.

MMB3X1D 3X1, triple horizontal 75 lbs.

MMB3X2D 3X2, triple horizontal, across two levels 150 lbs.
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